
Dr . H. R. fiebuhr 
409 Prospect 
New Haven , Conn . 

Dear Dr . Niebuhr, 

Feb . 12 , 1959 

In two or three days I will have the initial draf't of 
my Batth section completed , and will be sending it to 
you . I am concerned about laying out my spring schedule 
on the dissertation , howevvr , and thought I should 
write you immediately . I have been del,ing writing 
you, in hopes t hat I could hold all the terns I needed 
to write you about until sending in this Barth section , 
but this has taken longer than I expected . 

l'f question is: shall I go ahead with my plans to include 
Brunner in this dissertation, or should I concentrate 
on Barth and Bultmann via-a- vis Kantiaa and Biblical 
patterns~ 

~1r . Shipley and I have struggled with this proble.'11 , and 
we thought we should ref er it to you . Essentially the 
problem lies in the lengthiness of the Bultmann and 
Barth sections . I have tried to hold my Barth section 
do~m , but it has turned out to be about 100 pages. Thus 
I have about 320 pages of first draft on my hands even 
at this juncture . Doubtless it will need a lot of cutting , 
but I think that there will be a limit to the amount of 
cutting I can legitimately do in representing these positios& . 

I think that the study in Brunner would be an important 
and relevant inquiry , and a great contribution to the thesis . 
But I do not feel that it would be too damaging to omit it . 
·Ir . Shipley feels approximately the same way . We thought 
we should ask for your conneel on the matter , first of all 
as to whether it is even a possibility to revise the 
dissertation proposal , and sedondlv , whether you think it 
woadd be advisafufue to concentrate on two B's instead of three . 

Involved in this question is another question concerning 
whether or not I should try to gauge my work this spring 
with the aim and hope in mind of finishing the dissertation 
by the i~ay first deadline . I am in doubt as to whether I 
am being wise or foolish to aim for May first . 





Even if I go directly into the Brunner section (as I am 
planning to do unless you flag rne down) , I think I might 
be able to meet a May first deadline with a second draft , 
but I don't know how adequate it would be . If , on the 
other hand , I should concentrate on Bultmann and Barth, 
and begin re-working what I've got , then I should think 
I might be able to prepare a reasonably acceptable copy 
by 1ay first . 

As you know, I would like very much to do good enough 
work this spring on my dissertation that it might enable 
me to finish it before ! ~ begin teaching . full-ti~e . 

=e:a~•eG11~~~ad:~~th~~ef this--
year for th~peeparation of my first lectures in the fall . 
It would be of immense comfort to me , and an added incentive 
to productive labot; this spring if I thlbught that there WSS' wW
some chance to actually be done with the dissertation with 
the close of this academic year . On the other hand , I would 
hate to work this spring under the illusion that there was 
a real possibility that I might get the job done , if in your 
judgm~1t , this were not a real possibility . 

In short, if it strikes you that I should strike Brunner 
from the list, then I would appreciate it if you would 
send me your reply by return :nail , so that I would L-mnediatoly 
begin re-drafting the work that I have done , and concentrate 
on the comparison of barth and Bultmann . 

·Respectfull y, 

Thomas c. Oden 




